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1. Jacek Brodzki, Graham A. Niblo, Nick Wright:
Property A and exactness of the uniform Roe algebra
It has long been established that certain properties of groups can be
described through properties of suitably chosen C -algebras associated
with them. A model result in this direction is a theorem of Lance that a
discrete group is amenable if and only if its reduced C -algebra C 
r(G)
is nuclear.
Property A was introduced by Yu as a geometric analogue of the
Følner criterion that describes amenability of a group. It implies many
of the interesting consequences of amenability for a discrete group, for
example, property A implies uniform embeddability in Hilbert space,
which in turn gives the Coarse Baum-Connes conjecture and therefore
the Novikov conjecture 1.
Property A and the uniform Roe algebra can be deﬁned for arbitrary
metric spaces. Let us recall the main deﬁnitions.
A uniformly discrete metric space (X,d) has property A if for all
R,  > 0 there exists a family of ﬁnite non-empty subsets Ax of X  N,
indexed by x in X, such that
• for all x,y with d(x,y) < R we have
|Ax Ay|
|Ax Ay| <  ;
• there exists S such that for all x and (y,n)   Ax we have
d(x,y)   S.
The uniform Roe algebra, C 
u(X), is the C -algebra completion of
the algebra of bounded operators on l2(X) which have ﬁnite propaga-
tion. The details are as follows. A kernel u: X   X   C has ﬁnite
propagation if there exists R   0 such that u(x,y) = 0 for d(x,y) > R.
If X is a proper discrete metric space, and u: X   X   C is a ﬁ-
nite propagation kernel then for each x there are only ﬁnitely many
y with u(x,y)  = 0. Thus u deﬁnes a linear map from l2(X) to itself,
u    (x) =
 
y X u(x,y) (y). Note that if additionally X has bounded
geometry, then every bounded ﬁnite propagation kernel gives rise to a
bounded operator on l2(X). The uniform Roe algebra is the comple-
tion of the algebra generated by bounded linear operators arising from
bounded propagation kernels.
For a discrete group G, Yu’s property A is equivalent both to the
nuclearity of the uniform Roe algebra C 
u(G) and to the exactness
of the reduced C -algebra C 
r(G). This follows from the results of
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It is natural to state the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1.1. A uniformly discrete bounded geometry metric space
X has property A if and only if the uniform Roe algebra C 
u(X) is exact.
In evidence for the conjecture we o er the following. The conjecture
is true for any countable discrete group equipped with its natural coarse
structure. It is then an easy exercise to show that the conjecture holds
for any metric space which admits a proper co-compact action by a
group of isometries.
We proved recently 6 that the conjecture also holds if the space is
su ciently group-like in the following sense.
One of the key ingredients in the proof of the conjecture for groups is
the interplay between the left and the right action of a group on itself.
By convention, the left action is by isometries while the right action
has the curious property that each point is moved by the same distance
by a given element of the group. By analogy with Euclidean geometry
we call such transformations translations even though they are not
in general isometries. It is often overlooked that it is the translation
action, rather than the isometric action, that allows one to identify
C 
r(G) with a subalgebra of the uniform Roe algebra C 
u(G). One may
abstract from this the notion of a translation structure for a space.
We can then say that a space is more or less group-like depending on
how much this structure resembles the natural left-right multiplication
structure on a group.
When the space X is su ciently group-like in this sense, the con-
jecture holds for X. For example, this is the case when X embeds
uniformly in a group.
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